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Abstract
This paper proposes a novel application used to structure
and analyze bibliometric data in real time. This paper also
investigates the relevancy, trends and commonalities shown
by different similarity algorithms used to structure bibliomet-
ric data. A final investigation measures the performance of
similarity algorithms and general queries with regards to the
response times, for graph databases TigerGraph and Neo4j.
The main findings for the investigation into the commonalities
and trends shown by the different similarity algorithms sug-
gest that similar and relevant papers are being returned, with
many of the papers having authors and concepts in common.
The algorithm and query response times recorded indicate
that TigerGraph outperforms Neo4j in this application. This
could be due to a number of factors, which are discussed in
more detail in this paper.

1. Introduction
The benefit of digital libraries is not only in making docu-
ments more accessible, but also in providing tools that an-
alyze bibliometric data. The analysis of bibliometric data
can guide readers toward relevant articles. Over the years,
different metrics have helped researchers find and evaluate
the relative importance of articles, without the researchers
necessarily having prior knowledge of the specific fields or
domains. However, the number of papers being published
every year has increased significantly [2]. This is due to the
transition from print to online publications and due to the
emergence of Open Access (OA) journals where articles are
made freely available online. By early 2019, there were at
least 20 000 OA journals available [2]. Due to the rise in

publications, current journal-based metrics poorly capture
topical distinctions in fast-moving fields [12].

Recent developments in natural language processing
(NLP) has produced promising results for large sets of docu-
ments and text [11, 18], where classification models reported
good generalization accuracies and recall scores. This paper
proposes a solution to the aforementioned issues, where a
combination of NLP and graph algorithms can be used to
structure and analyze bibliometric data in real time. A variant
of the Jaccard similarity algorithm, implemented within the
graph database, is compared to a standard NLP technique.
The standard NLP technique considered is an unsupervised
k-Nearest Neighbour algorithm used in conjunction with
Term Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF)
vectorization. Both methods are used to evaluate the simi-
larities between papers, and this paper compares the results
returned for each method. A separate investigation was also
carried out, where the response times for the algorithms and
queries of the two graph databases, TigerGraph and Neo4j,
were compared.

The structure of the remainder of the paper is follows. Sec-
tion 2 provides more detail on NLP and artificial intelligence
with graph technology, background on TigerGraph, Neo4j,
and a brief overview of Jaccard similarity. Section 3 delves
into the finer detail of the implementation and construction of
the software application, the algorithms implemented and the
packages used. Section 4 presents and discusses the results
obtained, and touches on observations made throughout the
investigation. Finally, Section 5 draws conclusions from the
results discussed, and proposes future directions to explore.
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2. Background
This section provides background on NLP and artificial intelli-
gence techniques based on graph algorithms. It also provides
detail on the graph databases used, namely TigerGraph and
Neo4j. We conclude this section with a brief overview of the
Jaccard similarity algorithm, and how it was adapted in order
to be applied using a graph database query language.

2.1 Natural Language Processing
NLP began in the 1950s as an intersection of artificial intel-
ligence and linguistics [13]. It was originally distinct from
text information retrieval (IR), which employs highly scal-
able statistics-based techniques to index and search large
volumes of text efficiently. Currently, NLP has incorporated
several concepts from a number of diverse fields, requiring
researchers and developers to broaden their knowledge base
significantly. The unrestrictive and ambiguous nature of nat-
ural language led to significant problems when using stan-
dard parsing approaches that relied purely on symbolic rules.
Therefore, NLP must ultimately extract meaning (semantics)
from text. This resulted in a fundamental reorientation by
Klein [8] in the 1980s. These changes include:

• Simpler and robust approximations replaced deep analysis.

• Evaluation of models became more rigorous.

• Increasing popularity in probabilistic machine learning
methods.

• Large corpora are employed to train machine learning algo-
rithms, where annotations represent class labels, providing
standards for evaluation.

This resulted in the birth of statistical NLP, where fewer,
broader rules replace numerous, more detailed rules, and
statistical-frequency information is made use of to remove
ambiguity. Statistical approaches give good results in practice,
since the algorithms learn from a copious amount of real data,
where the most common cases are utilized [13].

There exist many NLP algorithms which are used for a
variety of different applications. These algorithms however,
operate on a numeric feature space, expecting input as a
two-dimensional array where the rows can be viewed as
instances, and the columns as features. Vectorization, with
regards to NLP, is the methodology in NLP which map
words, phrases, paragraphs or documents into corresponding
vectors (containing numeric values). Therefore, documents
are transformed into vector representations such that we can
apply machine learning algorithms to them. This process
is also known as feature extraction, and is a vital step
towards language-aware analysis [1]. This paper makes use
of a feature extraction technique, known as Term Frequency
Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) vectorization. Term
Frequency refers to the number of times that a term is present
within a given document, and Inverse Document Frequency
refers to the assigned weighting given to a term within a

document, based on the frequency of the term considered
over multiple documents [17]. Therefore, a higher occurrence
of a specific term within a specific document will result in a
higher term frequency count, and the smaller the occurrence
of the same term throughout all documents, the higher the
importance measure that is given to the term.

Standard machine learning algorithms may be applied
to vectors constructed using feature extraction techniques
mentioned above. The k-Nearest Neighbor machine learning
algorithm is a non-parametric method proposed by Cover [3],
which in the field of machine learning is used for regression
and classification. The k-Nearest Neighbor algorithm is given
in Algorithm 1. The nearest neighbor decision rule assigns
to an unclassified sample point, the classification of the
nearest of a set of previously classified points [3]. In the
implementation of the algorithm for this application, the set of
feature vectors correspond to the classification points within
the nearest neighbor model, and all of the feature vectors
are initially unlabelled (i.e. not classified). Therefore, the
implementation of k-Nearest Neighbor in this paper is an
unsupervised machine learning model.

Algorithm 1 k-Nearest Neighbor Algorithm

for all xi ∈ D do
d = DISTANCE(xi,x);

end for
SORT(d);
S = set of k patterns in D closest to x;
Return class as majority class in S;

The important thing to note in Algorithm 1 is the DISTANCE
function. In this context, the distance between two vectors can
be viewed as the similarity between two research papers. The
smaller the distance between two vectors, the more similar
the papers are. There exist a number of different distance
measures, but the distance measure used by the algorithm
implemented in this paper is known as the cosine distance,
and is given by equation 1.

similarity = cos (θ) =
A ·B
||A|| ||B||

(1)

The k-Nearest Neighbor algorithm was therefore modified,
where the entire set of neighboring vectors were returned,
instead of the majority class amongst the neighbors. This al-
gorithm is one of the key algorithms discussed and compared
in Section 4.

2.2 Artificial Intelligence using Graph Representations
Artificial intelligence, which allows software to accurately
identify patterns and outcomes has become a trending topic
in industry. With increasing advancements in data analysis,
storage and computing power, machine learning has played
an increasing enterprise role for applications such as fraud
prevention, personalized recommendations and predictive
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analysis [6, 16, 21]. Applying concepts from machine learn-
ing and artificial intelligence in graph databases however, is
relatively new. One of the first applications of artificial intel-
ligence using graph algorithms was in 2012, when Google
introduced their Knowledge Graph to help find new relation-
ships within data and thus to yield more relevant information.
Graph databases are ideal for storing, connecting and en-
riching complex data [19], and thus can provide significant
advancements in applications of artificial intelligence.

Graph analytics directly offer a unique set of unsupervised
machine learning methods, where a host of graph algorithms,
namely community detection, PageRank, label propagation,
betweeness centrality, closeness centrality and similarity of
neighborhoods, all can be utilized to identify meaningful
graph-oriented patterns. These native graph algorithms all
share a common quality, where they all make use of deep link
graph analytics. Deep link graph analytics can be defined as
the analysis of data gathered by a multi-hop traversal of a
subset of vertices and edges within a graph. Graph analytics
can also help intelligent models by enriching the set of data
features available for supervised machine learning models.

Another facet that graph databases contributed towards is
explainable AI. Explainable models are becoming increas-
ingly popular in the field of machine learning. A common
criticism of standard predictive models is that the results pro-
duced often do not provide any insight. In other words, these
models cannot give reasons for a predicted result. Explain-
able models on the other hand, often highlight core variables
used in the decision that it has made. This can provide many
benefits in the applications of artificial intelligence. For ex-
ample, consumers have become accustomed to personalized
recommendations. If these recommendations however come
with explanation or evidence, then a higher level of insight
is given to the consumer, which ultimately allows the con-
sumer to better understand the recommendation, and thus is
more likely to act on it. More detail can be found in [22]. In
some cases, explainable models are a requirement in software
applications, especially in the financial industry [5].

Although this paper focuses on the results obtained by
graph similarity algorithms, the proposed software applica-
tion makes use of a knowledge graph of research papers,
authors and concepts. It supports the concept of explainable
models, and implements a number of the techniques described
above.

2.3 TigerGraph
TigerGraph is an enterprise level graph analytics platform,
which provides advanced features such as native parallel
graph processing and fast offline batch loading [4, 20]. Tiger-
Graph is natively parallel, in the sense that the queries and an-
alytics are executed in a massively parallel processing (MPP)
fashion which provides a significant performance gain.

The storage and processing engines are written in C++,
which allows for a fine-grained control of memory manage-
ment. In terms of storage, TigerGraph is not an in-memory

database, as it not necessarily a requirement (for the case of
the enterprise version). Data values are stored in encoded
formats that effectively compresses the data. The compres-
sion factor varies depending on the structure of the graph
and the data being stored. Typically, the compression factors
are between 2x and 10x [4]. The architecture also supports
automatic partitioning, since nowadays enterprises need their
database solutions to be able to scale out to multiple ma-
chines, because the data may grow too large to be stored
economically on a single server. This also provides the bene-
fit of availability, for if one of the servers go down. The hash
index is used to determine both the location within a server
and the server location.

TigerGraph’s high-level query language, known as GSQL,
was designed for compatibility with the well known relational
language SQL, while still allowing developers to use concepts
such as Bulk-Synchronous Processing (BSP) from the field
of NoSQL. The language also features key extensions that
support efficient parallel computation: a novel ACCUM clause
that specifies node and edge compute functions, and accu-
mulator variables that aggregate inputs produced by parallel
executions of these functions. The queries have declarative
semantics that abstract from the underlying infrastructure.
TigerGraph also comes packaged with an easy-to-use web
interface, known as GraphStudio. The interface can be used
to write, install and visualize results from queries, export and
design schemas, and monitor the database performance.

TigerGraph’s support goes beyond simple queries. A host
of graph analytic and machine learning algorithms are also
supported. The inclusion of various primitives in the GSQL
querying language, namely loops and accumulators, allow
many graph algorithms mentioned previously, to be GSQL-
expressible (in fact, GSQL is Turing complete). Due to the
nature of the software tool implemented and discussed in this
paper, TigerGraph is a natural fit.

2.4 Neo4j
Neo4j is a JVM-based open source graph database. The
database is described by its developers as an ACID-compliant
transactional database, with native graph storage and process-
ing [14]. It supports the concept of multiple users and has
a role-based access control framework. Initial development
began in 2003, but it has been publicly available since 2007.
The source code was written in Java and Scala. Neo4j has,
similarly to TigerGraph, both a community and enterprise
edition of the database, where the enterprise edition includes
features such as backups, graph clustering, and failover abil-
ities. Neo4j is referred to as a native graph database as it
implements the property graph model, down to storage level.
In other words, the data is stored explicitly as defined by
the user through the querying language provided by Neo4j,
known as Cypher.

Cypher is a declarative query language, which allows users
to store and retrieve data from the Neo4j graph database.
The language syntax is SQL-inspired, and allows users to
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construct expressive queries to handle CRUD operations. Al-
though Cypher provides powerful capabilities, developers
are able to extend Cypher in Neo4j with user-defined pro-
cedures and functions. Another notable difference between
TigerGraph and Neo4j, is that Neo4j does not require a graph
schema [15]. Neo4j, although not directly included, comes
with a data science library, which has an array of not only
graph algorithms, but also comes pre-packed with NLP algo-
rithms.

Neo4j, on the condition that no data has previously been
loaded into the graph before hand, support bulk loading
through the neo4j-admin tool. The data for the vertices
and edges are required to be in CSV format before it is being
loaded.

2.5 Jaccard Similarity
The Jaccard coefficient, developed by Paul Jaccard in
1901 [7], is a measure of the percentage of overlap between
two finite sets, defined as

J(A,B) =
|A ∩B|
|A ∪B|

=
|A ∩B|

|A|+ |B| − |A ∩B|
(2)

where A and B are two finite sets. In words, the Jaccard
index is the ratio of the cardinality of the intersection of
two sets, to the cardinality of the union of two sets. This
measure directly describes, as mentioned, the commonalities
found between two sets. The larger the number of elements
that are found in the intersection of the sets, the larger the
coefficient becomes. Therefore, the value of the coefficient
will fall in the range [0, 1], where a value tending toward 0
would indicate that the two sets do not have many elements
in common, and a value tending towards 1 the opposite. If the
Jaccard coefficient returned is 1, then the two sets compared
are said to be identical. The Jaccard coefficient has been
used in graph models, where the two sets A and B from the
equation above, are different (possibly overlapping) subsets
of vertices within the graph. The similarity of two vertices
can then be measured, where the sets, corresponding to each
vertex being compared, are represented by all the vertices
that a particular vertex is connected to by a direct edge.

3. Implementation
This section delves into the finer detail of the implementation
and construction of the software application, the data pre-
processing carried out on the dataset, the implementation of
the algorithms as discussed in section 2, and also the various
libraries being used for different aspects of the application.

3.1 Data Pre-processing and Vectorization
The dataset used was provided by ACM. It includes 155
000 papers in the field of computer science. The dataset also
includes 254 082 authors, and 916 predefined concepts. The
raw data was provided in text files, where the files correspond

to each of the entities previously mentioned. A single file
consisted of a larger number of records, where each record
had an identifier, followed by a number of different attributes,
delimited by tabbed spaces. Each research paper has the
following attributes: ID, title, abstract, the raw full-text and
the year of publication. An author entry consists of an ID and
the authors name. A concept, which is assigned by the authors
of a paper from a list of predefined concepts, consisted of an
ID, followed by a name of the concept. For the processing
of the raw data, the Python language (with some additional
packages) was used. Each file was parsed and entries were
collected into Python dictionaries. Each dictionary was then
converted into a dataframe object, provided by the Pandas
package. The raw data provided for the research papers were
split over a number of text files, and once parsed, were merged
into a single dataframe. While exploring the data, a number
of duplicate papers were discovered and thus removed.

To prepare the data for TF-IDF vectorization, the full-text
data of each paper was processed. All words were converted
to lower case. The following regular expression was then
applied to every full-text paper: [^a-zA-z\s]|\[|\]. This
regex was used to match any special characters found in the
text, so that they could be removed. This regex also removes
all left and right brackets, generally used for citations, so that
the TF-IDF algorithm did not take citations into considera-
tion.

The full-text data of the papers which were transformed
into vectors by means of TF-IDF vectorization, was consid-
ered to be clean at this stage. The scikit-learn package
provides an implementation of the TF-IDF vectorizer, which
converts a collection of raw documents into a matrix of TF-
IDF feature vectors. For backup and efficiency, this vector
was then pickled. Python’s pickle module implements binary
protocols for serializing and de-serializing a Python object
structure. After the pre-processing was performed, the dataset
was structured in the form of three dataframes, each relating
to either the papers, authors, or concepts. For the papers, each
record in the dataframe represented a paper entity, with all
of the corresponding attributes of the papers. The same can
be said for both authors and concepts. Each dataframe was
converted into json format, before being dumped into batch
files to be loaded into the TigerGraph and Neo4j databases,
discussed in more detail in upcoming sections.

3.2 k-Nearest Neighbors
The only dataframe considered for this section of the imple-
mentation is the dataframe which contains all the information
on the research papers. The nearest neighbor algorithm used
in this implementation was obtained from the scikit-learn
package. The algorithm takes in a single parameter, which is
the number of neighbors the model takes into consideration.
The model is then fitted to the TF-IDF matrix, which contains
all the feature vectors. The method provided by the model
after fitting, kneighbors, takes in a single feature vector
from the matrix as a parameter, and returns a list of indices
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(and corresponding distances) which represent the “neighbor-
ing” feature vectors. It is equal in length to the size specified
before the model was fitted. The indices returned indicate
the position of a feature vector for a paper within the matrix,
but the same indices can also be used to access the corre-
sponding papers within the dataframe, since the ordering is
preserved between the matrix created from the dataframe, and
the dataframe itself. This can be done since the Pandas pack-
age automatically provides an index for each record within
a dataframe, which can be used to access and filter entries.
Therefore, for each feature vector, the corresponding indices
were returned, and used to extract the neighboring paper IDs.
A relationship in the form of a directed edge can be used to
represent the neighbors of a particular paper. In order to place
this data into the database, the data had to be formatted. The
bulk loader for TigerGraph required that edges be in the form
of a tuple, which in this case consisted of the original ID and
the neighbor ID. Therefore, for each paper, the corresponding
neighbor IDs were found. A tuple was then created for each
paper ID, and its corresponding neighbor IDs. All tuples were
accumulated in a list, and stored in batch files for loading.

3.3 TigerGraph & GSQL Queries
A dockerized version of TigerGraph 3.0 was created. The
Python package pyTigerGraph was used to initialize the
new database, construct and initialize the schema, and bulk
load all of the pre-processed data (in the form of vertices and
edges) remotely. A Python script was developed specifically
for retrieving all of the processed data from the batch files,
connecting to the TigerGraph database, and loading the
data. Custom methods were developed in order to load the
data efficiently. Finally, tests were conducted in the form of
general queries, counting all vertices and edges, to make sure
that the database had been populated correctly. The designed
schema for the application is given in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Database Schema Designed for TigerGraph
Database

Most of the GSQL queries were written and installed in
GraphStudio. The simpler queries made use of the accumula-

tor functionality provided by TigerGraph, where the standard
attributes of a paper vertex, along with the corresponding
authors and concepts were returned. TigerGraph provide a
built-in GSQL algorithms library, where the original imple-
mentation of the Jaccard similarity algorithm resides. How-
ever, the algorithm was limited to a single edge type, where
for example if the algorithm is applied on papers, only au-
thors, or only concepts could be considered. Therefore, the
algorithm was modified to include multiple edge types, such
that the algorithm could measure the similarity of vertices
based on all connections between them. The modified version
of the Jaccard algorithm is given in Listing 4.

The Jaccard similarity algorithm is slightly different com-
pared to the one used in set theory (and discussed in the
previous section). Next we explain the GSQL Jaccard sim-
ilarity algorithm. All GSQL queries require a seed. A seed
in this context refers to the starting point of a query. This
could be a single vertex or a particular subset of vertices.
The expected result from the algorithm, is that given a pa-
per (or author, or concept) return k (where k is a positive
integer) similar papers (or authors, or concepts). Therefore,
the seed for the algorithm is a single vertex. The degree of
the seed vertex is extracted, and all edges (of all edge types)
leaving the seed are then traversed. A multi-hop sub-query
accumulates all of the vertices of the same type to the seed.
The similarity for each vertex in the accumulated subset of
vertices (which does not include the seed) is then calculated
according to all the intermediate vertices that the seed and
vertex is connected to. In other words, with the example of
similar papers, papers with authors and concepts in common
will be given a similarity score, depending on the number of
commonalities existing between them. The algorithm returns
a pre-defined number (i.e. k) of similar vertices, with their
respective similarity scores. Also returned by the algorithm,
are all edges and intermediate vertices which were taken into
account when calculating the similarity scores, and this is
used mainly for the 3D visualization.

3.4 Plotly: Dash
The proposed application makes use of a Python web-
framework known as Dash by Plotly. The framework is
generally used for building machine learning and data sci-
ence web applications. The front-end interface of the appli-
cation consisted of multiple web pages, each for displaying
information regarding papers, concepts and authors. Dash
implements a callback functionality, acting as a link and back-
end layer. Dash was chosen for its ease of use and integration
with Python. The web pages themselves were designed and
constructed with the components provided by Dash, where
all of the HTML content is auto-generated. Specifically for
the standard nearest neighbor algorithm implemented, the
standard plotting package provided by Plotly was used to dis-
play the results returned by the algorithm. The vectors used
were mapped into a 2D form, using T-SNE dimensionality
reduction. T-SNE is a dimensionality reduction technique
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regularly used to transform higher dimensional vectors into
two-dimensional vectors for visualization purposes.

3.5 igraph
The igraph open source package for Python, is a collection
of network analysis tools. Originally written in C++, the tool
places a large emphasis of scalability and efficiency. A 3D
graph visualizer from the igraph package was implemented,
for the purpose of creating an explainable model, as discussed
in section 2. The 3D graph visualizer allows the user of the
application to view the inter-connected data returned by the
Jaccard similarity algorithm, thus giving the user perspective
and insight into the data that was returned.

4. Evaluation
The goal of the proposed web application is to return struc-
tured and relevant bibliometric data to the user, in real time.
Therefore, as is the case for most software applications, two
different issues arise that are to be investigated. Firstly, a
metric is needed to measure if the application is useful. The
second (since the application needs to perform computations
in real time) is to measure the efficiency of the application.
This section proposes two different evaluations. The first eval-
uation is a measure of relevancy or usefulness. As there is no
golden standard or benchmark for an application of this type
(beyond user testing), the results returned by the different sim-
ilarity algorithms within the application are compared, where
specific trends and commonalities shown within the results
are discussed. The second is to evaluate the efficiency of the
application with regards to the database. As most of the heavy
lifting is done within the database in terms of data extraction,
the evaluation determines which graph database is best suited
for this specific application. Therefore, the response times of
the general queries, as well the response times of the similar-
ity algorithms for each database (TigerGraph and Neo4j), are
compared and discussed.

For the first investigation, 3 research articles was sampled
at random. For each randomly sampled paper, 3 variations of
the Jaccard similarity algorithm were considered, where each
variation is comprised of different permutations of vertex
types for the calculation of the similarity score. The variations
of the Jaccard similarity algorithm are then also compared
to the results returned by the nearest neighbor algorithm,
which only takes the context of the papers into account. In
Tables 1-4, the “ID” column denotes a related article found
by the algorithm. The columns “Authors”, “Concepts” and
“Neighbors” each represent the number of common vertices
with regards to the corresponding vertex type. In Tables 2-
4, the “Similarity” column represents the similarity score
returned by the algorithm. In Table 1, the “Distance” column
represents the cosine distance between the vector of the
original paper, and the vector of the neighboring paper.

The second investigation compares the response times
for the general queries in TigerGraph and Neo4j used to re-

trieve general information on papers, authors or concepts for
the the web application. This investigation also compares
the response times for the Jaccard similarity algorithm im-
plemented in both TigerGraph and Neo4j. Each experiment
consisted of 30 independent runs, and the times recorded
were averaged for each query.

4.1 Relevancy Evaluation
The investigation into the relevancy of the results returned
by the application can also be seen as an explorative analysis
of the algorithms used. The results for this sub-section are
broken down further, where the results are displayed for each
randomly sampled paper.

4.1.1 Randomly Sampled Paper 1
The details for the first randomly sampled paper is given as
follows:

• ID - 1005568

• Title - Expressing And Optimizing Sequence Queries In
Database Systems.

• Authors - Jafar Adibi, Reza Sadri, Amir Zarkesh, Carlo
Zaniolo.

• Concepts - Database query processing, Information sys-
tems, Data management systems, Database management
system engines.

• Year - 2004.

Table 1 represents the results returned by the k-Nearest
Neighbor algorithm. Notably, the most similar paper returned,
not taking into account the common authors and concepts,
shares many common elements with the original paper. The
most similar paper found had 4 authors, 2 concepts and 4
other neighbors in common. This gives a total of 10 different
elements in common between these papers, with correspond-
ing cosine distance of approximately 0.02. However, the rest
of the results returned do not follow the same trend. For
example, the second most similar paper found only shared
2 common elements with the original, in the form of other
neighbor vertices. It should not be expected that many com-
mon elements exist, since the k-Nearest Neighbor algorithm
focuses purely on the text within the paper. Therefore, these
papers may share a lot of the same terms and phrases, but
is not necessarily in the same field, or written by the same
authors.

Table 2 represents the results returned by the Jaccard simi-
larity algorithm, where author vertices were only taken into
consideration when computing the similarity score. Notably,
the most similar paper found is the same as the most similar
paper found by the k-Nearest Neighbor algorithm. This is
to be expected, as this variation of the similarity algorithm
is purely focused on authors, and all of the authors who
wrote the original paper, also wrote the most similar paper.
Therefore, a similarity score of 1.0 is returned. An interesting
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observation can be made from the second and third most
similar papers. Although both papers have the same number
of authors in common with the original, they have different
similarity scores. Referring back to equation 2, the cardinality
of the second set is added to the cardinality of the first set,
before being subtracted by the cardinality of the intersection
of both sets. Therefore, the size of second set influences the
similarity score. In other words, if two papers similar to the
original have the same number of authors in common, yet one
of the similar papers has more authors than the other, then
the similarity scores will differ.

The results for the variation of the Jaccard similarity
algorithm, only taking into account the concept vertices, are
shown in Table 3. The results returned by the algorithm are
to be expected, as there exist many papers that consist of the
same concepts as the original. Therefore, most of the results
returned have a similarity score of 1.0, and have all 4 concepts
in common with the original paper. There exist no common
papers between the results returned by this variation of the
algorithm, and all other previous results returned by the other
algorithms. Therefore, this variation of the algorithm does
not give enough information about the similarities between
the original paper, and the papers returned by the algorithm.

Table 4 represents the results of the variation of the Jaccard
similarity algorithm which takes both authors and concepts
into consideration when calculating the similarity scores. The
most similar paper, which is also present in most of the
variations of the Jaccard algorithm, as well as the nearest
neighbor algorithm, is paper 375563. This paper has a total of
10 elements in common with the original paper, 4 of which
are authors, 2 of which are concepts, and 4 of which are
neighbors.

4.1.2 Randomly Sampled Paper 2
The second randomly sampled paper details are as follows:

• ID - 1013127

• Between The Dazzle Of A New Building And Its Eventual
Corpse.

• Authors - Terry Hemmings, Karl-Petter Akesson, Par
Hansson, Jan Humble, Tom Rodden, Andy Crabtree,
Boriana Koleva.

• Concepts - Human-centered computing, Human computer
interaction (HCI), Interaction paradigms.

• Year - 2004.

Table 5 represents the results returned by the k-Nearest
Neighbor algorithm for the second randomly sampled paper.
The most similar paper in terms of the NLP technique used,
only has a total of 2 elements in common, whereas the third
most similar paper has 4 elements with the original paper in
common. As previously mentioned, it is not to be expected
that the distance between the vectors of the papers coincide

with the number of elements that the papers will have in
common.

The results for the variation of the Jaccard similarity
algorithm that only takes authors under consideration, for
the second randomly sampled paper, is shown in Table 6.
Compared to the results obtained and displayed in Table 5,
the number of commonalities between the similar papers and
the original is significantly greater. The most similar paper
returned has 3 authors and 2 neighbors in common, with a
corresponding similarity score of approximately 0.3.

Table 7 represents the results returned by the variation of
the Jaccard algorithm which only takes concepts into account,
for the second randomly sampled paper. Similarly to the
results obtained in Table 3 (in the appendix), there exists
many papers that have the same concepts as the original paper,
and thus while only considering concepts, the results returned
do not provide enough insight with regards to similarity or
relevancy.

The results displayed in Table 8 represents the data re-
turned by the variation of the Jaccard algorithm which takes
both authors and concepts into consideration, for the second
randomly sampled paper. This variation produced the highest
similarity score when finding the most similar paper, at ap-
proximately 0.4. The corresponding paper had 2 authors, and
2 concepts in common with the original. However, compared
to the results returned by the other variations for this paper,
this specific variation of the algorithm did not find the pa-
per that had the most elements in common with the original.
The highest total count was found by the variation that only
considered authors in Table 6, where the highest total count
found in Table 8 is 4.

4.1.3 Randomly Sampled Paper 3
The final randomly sampled paper details are as follows:

• ID - 1989363

• Collective Spatial Keyword Querying.

• Authors - Beng Chin Ooi, Gao Cong, Xin Cao, Christian
Jensen.

• Concepts - Geographic visualization, Human-centered
computing, Visualization application domains, Visualiza-
tion.

• Year - 2011.

Table 9 represents the results returned by the k-Nearest
Neighbor algorithm for the final randomly sampled paper.
Unlike the previous results shown for the k-Nearest Neighbor
algorithm, many of the similar papers returned had a large
number of elements in common with the original paper. This
could possibly be due to the writing style of the authors
who wrote many of the papers within a sub-domain, utilizing
unique phrases in each paper.

The results for the variation of the Jaccard similarity
algorithm that takes authors into consideration, for the last
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randomly sampled paper, is shown in Table 10. The results
indicate that there exists many papers written by the same
authors, but that are not in the same sub-domain as the
original paper. The most similar paper returned with respect
to authors had no neighbors and no concepts in common, and
thus produced a similarity score of approximately 0.6.

Table 11 represents the results returned by the variation of
the Jaccard algorithm which only takes concepts into account,
for the second randomly sampled paper. Similarly to the
results obtained in Tables 3 and 7, there exists many papers
that have the same concepts as the original paper, and thus
while only considering the concepts, these results do not
provide enough insight with regards to similarity or relevancy.

Table 12 represent the final results obtained for this
investigation. The results displayed are for the variation of the
Jaccard algorithm which considers both authors and concepts,
for the last randomly sampled paper. The results indicate
that there are many common elements between the original
paper and all of the similar papers found. However, the most
similar paper found with respect to concepts and authors,
gave a similarity score of approximately 0.56, with a total
of 5 common elements. However, due to the algorithm not
taking neighbors into account, there exists a similar paper
with a total of 10 common elements, with a similarity score
of approximately 0.5. Therefore, an extension can be made
to include the nearest neighbors in the Jaccard algorithm,
proposed in section 5.

4.2 Evaluation of Efficiency
With regards to the application, papers are not the only vertex
type that the Jaccard similarity algorithm is performed on.
Given an author, other authors that have concepts and co-
authored papers in common, can be regarded as similar.
Likewise, different concepts may have common authors
and papers related to them. These queries were written
and installed in TigerGraph and reproduced in Neo4j for
experimental purposes.

Table 13 represents the response times for the Jaccard
algorithms for papers, concepts and authors, as well as
the general queries for papers, authors and concepts. The
Jaccard similarity for papers, corresponds to the variant of
the algorithm which considers both authors and concepts
discussed previously. The GSQL and Cypher queries for the
Jaccard similarity algorithm for papers are given in Listings
4 and 10. The results indicate that the installed GSQL query
for the Jaccard algorithm for papers outperforms the Cypher
counterpart, however the difference is not significant as it is
only approximately 20ms. The results showing the response
times of the Jaccard algorithm for authors and papers, show
a significant difference in response times. The response
times for the GSQL implementations are approximately
3.8ms and 4.1ms respectively, while the response times for
the Cypher queries are approximately 685.3 and 269.1ms
respectively. The significant increase suggests that the Cypher

implementation of the algorithm traverses many more vertices
and edges to achieve the same result.

The general queries written in GSQL are given in listings
1 to 3, and the corresponding Cypher queries are given in List-
ings 7 to 9. The response times for the general queries written
in GSQL outperform the Cypher implementations for paper
and authors. However, the Cypher implementation for retriev-
ing information regarding a specific concepts outperforms
the GSQL query.

5. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, a novel application that analyses bibliometric
data was proposed, and two investigations were considered.
The first investigation explores and compares the results re-
turned by different similarity algorithms. Two different al-
gorithms were ultimately compared. The first, is an NLP
technique in which the corpora was transformed into a set
of feature vectors, and then fitted to a k-Nearest Neighbor
model. The second technique, utilizes the Jaccard similarity
graph algorithm, which compares the subsets of vertices that
two similar vertices have in common. The results obtained
when the algorithms are used on 3 randomly sampled papers
are discussed. The second investigation compares the perfor-
mance of the two graph databases used, namely TigerGraph
and Neo4j. The performance metric considered for this inves-
tigation is response times of a subset algorithms and queries,
averaged over 30 independent runs.

Relevancy Investigation The results returned by both al-
gorithms indicate that common elements exist between the
original papers and the papers returned by the algorithms.
The calculated similarity scores however, which rank the re-
sults returned by how similar they are to the original, may
rank a particular paper higher than another even if the number
of common elements between the papers and the original are
the same. This is due to the number of authors and concepts
a paper has, since these values are taken into consideration
by the algorithm. Therefore, it may be possible for a paper
with fewer commonalities to be ranked higher than another.
However, the overall results strongly suggest that similar re-
search papers are in fact being returned to the user, based on
the number of concepts, authors and neighbors the papers
have in common.

Efficiency Investigation For this investigation, the re-
sponse times for 6 different queries implemented in both
GSQL and Cypher were recorded and compared. For all
queries relating to the Jaccard algorithm, the GSQL ver-
sion of the algorithm significantly outperformed the Cypher
counterpart. This may be due to many factors, including
that all GSQL queries were installed and could possibly be
optimized, where the Cypher queries were not. The imple-
mentations of the algorithm libraries for both TigerGraph and
Neo4j differ, where Neo4j traverses a larger subset of vertices
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to achieve the same result. However, the implementation of
the algorithm in Cypher is shorter, cleaner and therefore more
readable.

Future Work There exists many different areas for which
future work can be considered with regard to the proposed ap-
plication. With regards to NLP, there exist other methods for
transforming words, paragraphs and documents into feature
vectors. Word embeddings, a different type of representa-
tion to TF-IDF, allows words with similar meanings to have
similar representations, have been shown to perform well
across a variety of tasks [10]. The NLP technique doc2vec,
proposed by Le and Mikolov [9], is an unsupervised algo-
rithm that learns fixed-length feature representations from
variable length pieces of texts, such as paragraphs or docu-
ments. Future work includes replacing TF-IDF vectorization
with doc2vec, as it provides better representations of docu-
ments within a corpora than TF-IDF [9].

Extensions can be made to the current functionality of
the application, where the k-Nearest Neighbor and Jaccard
similarity algorithms could be used in conjunction to return
similar papers not only based on authors and concepts, but
including sets of papers based on neighbors as well. Other
additions include adding weightings to the edges between
papers and concepts within the graph, using the ACM concept
hierarchy. For general concepts, a lower weighting can be
applied, since these concepts encapsulate a broader spectrum
of papers, and therefore diversity is larger amongst them.
In conjunction with edge weightings, the cosine similarity
graph algorithm can be applied, where although similar to the
jaccard algorithm, it also takes the weighting of edges into
account.
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A. Appendix

Table 1: k-Nearest Neighbor (Paper: 105568): Results

ID Distance Authors Concepts Neighbors Total

375563 0.0280 4 2 4 10
1929938 0.0852 0 0 2 2
2431356 0.0903 1 2 0 3
1219096 0.0917 0 0 0 0
1646081 0.0939 0 2 2 4
1376682 0.0949 0 0 2 2
1453927 0.0956 0 1 1 2
191863 0.0961 0 0 0 0

2536779 0.0996 1 2 0 3
1061321 0.1017 0 4 1 5

Table 2: Jaccard (Authors) (Paper: 105568): Results

ID Similarity Authors Concepts Neighbors Total

375563 1.0000 4 2 4 10
1966363 0.2500 1 2 0 3
253359 0.2000 1 2 0 3

1951376 0.2000 1 0 0 1
1379284 0.2000 1 4 0 5
298572 0.2000 1 0 0 1
122067 0.2000 1 0 0 1

1687759 0.2000 1 0 0 1
2188036 0.2000 1 1 0 2
2213866 0.1667 1 2 2 5

Table 3: Jaccard (Concepts) (Paper: 105568): Results

ID Similarity Authors Concepts Neighbors Total

2274604 1.0000 0 4 0 4
1061321 1.0000 0 4 1 5
375749 1.0000 0 4 0 4
219056 1.0000 0 4 0 4

1687661 1.0000 0 4 0 4
1553329 1.0000 0 4 0 4
375723 1.0000 0 4 0 4

1353414 1.0000 0 4 0 4
1982404 1.0000 0 4 0 4
375724 1.0000 0 4 0 4

Table 4: Jaccard (Authors, Concepts) (Paper: 105568): Re-
sults

ID Similarity Authors Concepts Neighbors Total

375563 0.6667 4 2 4 10
1379284 0.5556 1 4 0 5
1325169 0.4444 0 4 0 4
2076652 0.4444 0 4 0 4

73740 0.4444 0 4 0 4
212013 0.4444 0 4 0 4

1551742 0.4444 0 4 0 4
773164 0.4444 0 4 0 4

1517465 0.4444 0 4 0 4
191908 0.4444 0 4 0 4

Table 5: k-Nearest Neighbor (Paper: 1013127): Results

ID Distance Authors Concepts Neighbors Total

2499150 0.0721 1 0 1 2
2493207 0.0754 0 2 1 3
1518776 0.0761 0 3 1 4
957210 0.0774 2 0 1 3

2495973 0.0781 0 1 0 1
203588 0.0783 0 0 0 0

1314191 0.0790 0 0 0 0
1357336 0.0794 0 0 1 1
1394458 0.0796 0 0 1 1
2389215 0.0798 0 1 2 3
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Table 6: Jaccard (Authors) (Paper: 1013127): Results

ID Similarity Authors Concepts Neighbors Total

1773662 0.3000 3 0 2 5
1410437 0.2857 2 0 0 2
1658551 0.2857 2 2 0 4
1460605 0.2222 2 1 0 3
1518835 0.2222 2 0 1 3
1518812 0.2222 2 2 0 4
2318039 0.2222 2 0 0 2
1518879 0.2000 2 1 0 3
2145227 0.2000 2 1 0 3
957210 0.1818 2 0 1 3

Table 7: Jaccard (Concepts) (Paper: 1013127): Results

ID Similarity Authors Concepts Neighbors Total

1385642 1.0000 0 3 0 3
1352834 1.0000 0 3 0 3
1409244 1.0000 0 3 0 3
1449726 1.0000 0 3 0 3
1286244 1.0000 0 3 0 3
1394428 1.0000 0 3 0 3
1450601 1.0000 0 3 0 3
1622189 1.0000 0 3 0 3
1597980 1.0000 0 3 0 3
1514179 1.0000 0 3 0 3

Table 8: Jaccard (Authors, Concepts) (Paper: 1013127): Re-
sults

ID Similarity Authors Concepts Neighbors Total

1658551 0.4000 2 2 0 4
169205 0.3636 1 3 0 4
1518812 0.3333 2 2 0 4
1520526 0.2727 0 3 0 3
1851716 0.2727 0 3 0 3
2388726 0.2727 0 3 0 3
2037303 0.2727 0 3 1 4
1297330 0.2727 0 3 0 3
2514600 0.2727 0 3 0 3
2046413 0.2727 0 3 0 3

Table 9: k-Nearest Neighbor (Paper: 1989363): Results

ID Distance Authors Concepts Neighbors Total

2465275 0.1002 0 4 3 7
2423724 0.1070 2 0 6 8
2348375 0.1076 0 0 6 6
2445590 0.1089 1 4 3 8
2387349 0.1127 0 0 3 3
1807243 0.1132 0 4 2 6
1453973 0.1174 0 0 2 2
1989361 0.1176 1 4 5 10
1869839 0.1181 0 4 4 8
1989362 0.1201 0 0 2 2

Table 10: Jaccard (Authors) (Paper: 1989363): Results

ID Similarity Authors Concepts Neighbors Total

1772712 0.6000 3 0 0 3
2180869 0.5000 3 0 0 3
1645989 0.5000 3 0 0 3
2465328 0.4000 2 0 0 2
1687666 0.4000 2 0 3 5
2423724 0.4000 2 0 6 8
1687762 0.2857 2 0 1 3

74109 0.2000 1 0 0 1
1463452 0.2000 1 4 0 5

87425 0.2000 1 0 0 1

Table 11: Jaccard (Concepts) (Paper: 1989363): Results

ID Similarity Authors Concepts Neighbors Total

2339562 1.0000 0 4 0 4
1878501 1.0000 0 4 0 4
2452524 1.0000 0 4 0 4
828003 1.0000 0 4 0 4

2094035 1.0000 0 4 0 4
1529582 1.0000 0 4 0 4
2025883 1.0000 0 4 5 9
1376641 1.0000 0 4 0 4
1653854 1.0000 0 4 0 4
2071890 1.0000 0 4 0 4

Table 12: Jaccard (Authors, Concepts) (Paper: 1989363):
Results

ID Similarity Authors Concepts Neighbors Total

1463452 0.5556 1 4 0 5
2445590 0.5000 1 4 3 8
956692 0.5000 1 4 0 5

1646039 0.5000 1 4 1 6
2213872 0.5000 1 4 0 5
1989361 0.5000 1 4 5 10
806890 0.4444 0 4 0 4

1999334 0.4444 0 4 3 7
1862417 0.4444 0 4 0 4
2070772 0.4444 0 4 0 4

Table 13: Query Response Times for TigerGraph and Neo4j

Query TigerGraph Neo4j

Jaccard: Papers 23.48429377 43.15658233
Jaccard: Authors 3.8060949 685.2704666
Jaccard: Concepts 4.1197573 269.1142811

Paper Info 11.90444043 49.27272853
Author Info 6.557382633 79.1607419

Concept Info 16.51151963 2.580826633
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A.1 GSQL Queries

CREATE QUERY paper_info(INT p_id) FOR GRAPH
bibliometrics {
ListAccum<INT> @authors;
ListAccum<INT> @concepts;

papers = {paper.*};

indv_paper = SELECT p FROM papers:p WHERE p.
paper_id==p_id;
a_verts = SELECT a FROM indv_paper:pp - (
paper_author:e) - author:a ACCUM pp.@authors
+= a.author_id;
paper_info = SELECT pp FROM indv_paper:pp - (
paper_concept:e) - concept:c ACCUM pp.
@concepts += c.concept_id;

PRINT paper_info;
}

Listing 1: The GSQL query used to retrieve the relevant
information of a given paper,

CREATE QUERY author_info(INT p_id) FOR GRAPH
bibliometrics {
ListAccum<INT> @papers;

authors = {author.*};

indv_author = SELECT a FROM authors:a WHERE a.
author_id==p_id;
paper_verts = SELECT a FROM indv_author:a - (
paper_author:e) - paper:p ACCUM a.@papers +=
p.paper_id;

PRINT paper_verts;
}

Listing 2: The GSQL query used to retrieve the relevant
information for a given author,

CREATE QUERY concept_info(INT c_id) FOR GRAPH
bibliometrics {

concepts = {concept.*};

indv_concept = SELECT c FROM concepts:c WHERE
c.concept_id==c_id;
paper_verts = SELECT p FROM indv_concept:c - (
paper_concept:e) - paper:p LIMIT 10;
PRINT indv_concept;
PRINT paper_verts;

}

Listing 3: The GSQL query used to retrieve the relevant
information for a given concept,

CREATE QUERY jaccard (VERTEX<paper> source, INT
top_k) FOR GRAPH bibliometrics {
SumAccum<INT> @intersection_size, @@set_size_A,
@set_size_B;

SumAccum<FLOAT> @similarity;

ListAccum<EDGE> @@edges;
# ListAccum<EDGE> @@paper_concept_edges;

ppr_src = {source};

ppr = SELECT p FROM ppr_src:p
ACCUM @@set_size_A += p.outdegree("

paper_concept"),
@@set_size_A += p.outdegree("

paper_author");

cncpts = SELECT t FROM ppr:p -(:e)-> :t;

others = SELECT t FROM cncpts:c -(:e)-> :t
WHERE t != source
ACCUM t.@intersection_size += 1,

t.@set_size_B = t.outdegree("
paper_concept") + t.outdegree("paper_author")

POST-ACCUM t.@similarity = t.
@intersection_size*1.0/(@@set_size_A + t.
@set_size_B - t.@intersection_size)

ORDER BY t.@similarity DESC
LIMIT top_k;

e1 = SELECT o FROM others:o -(:e)->:t
ACCUM @@edges += e;

e2 = SELECT t FROM ppr_src:p -(:e) ->:t
ACCUM @@edges += e;

PRINT others[others.@similarity];
PRINT @@edges;
PRINT ppr_src;

}

Listing 4: The Jaccard similarity algorithm written in GSQL
for papers: When given a source vertex, returns the specified
number of similar vertices with their corresponding similarity
scores, and all intermediate edges and vertices considered in
the calculation.

CREATE QUERY jaccard_authors(VERTEX<author> source,
INT top_k) FOR GRAPH bibliometrics {

SumAccum<INT> @intersection_size, @@set_size_A,
@set_size_B;

SumAccum<FLOAT> @similarity;

ListAccum<EDGE> @@edges;
athr_src = {source};

athr = SELECT a FROM athr_src:a
ACCUM @@set_size_A += a.outdegree("

paper_author");

pprs = SELECT t FROM athr:a -(:e) -> :t;
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others = SELECT t FROM pprs:p -(paper_author:e)
-> :t

WHERE t != source
ACCUM t.@intersection_size += 1,

t.@set_size_B = t.outdegree("
paper_author")

POST-ACCUM t.@similarity = t.
@intersection_size*1.0/(@@set_size_A + t.
@set_size_B - t.@intersection_size)

ORDER BY t.@similarity DESC
LIMIT top_k;

PRINT others[others.@similarity];
PRINT athr_src;

}

Listing 5: The Jaccard similarity algorithm written in GSQL
for authors: When given a source vertex, returns the specified
number of similar vertices with their corresponding similarity
scores, and all intermediate edges and vertices considered in
the calculation.

CREATE QUERY jaccard_concepts(VERTEX<concept>
source, INT top_k) FOR GRAPH bibliometrics {

SumAccum<INT> @intersection_size, @@set_size_A,
@set_size_B;

SumAccum<FLOAT> @similarity;

ListAccum<EDGE> @@edges;
concept_src = {source};

cnpt = SELECT c FROM concept_src:c
ACCUM @@set_size_A += c.outdegree("

paper_concept");

pprs = SELECT t FROM cnpt:c -(:e) -> :t;

others = SELECT t FROM pprs:p -(paper_concept:
e)-> :t

WHERE t != source
ACCUM t.@intersection_size += 1,

t.@set_size_B = t.outdegree("
paper_concept")

POST-ACCUM t.@similarity = t.
@intersection_size*1.0/(@@set_size_A + t.
@set_size_B - t.@intersection_size)

ORDER BY t.@similarity DESC
LIMIT top_k;

PRINT others[others.@similarity];
PRINT concept_src;

}

Listing 6: The Jaccard similarity algorithm written in GSQL
for concepts: When given a source vertex, returns the
specified number of similar vertices with their corresponding
similarity scores, and all intermediate edges and vertices
considered in the calculation.

A.2 Cypher Queries

MATCH (p:Paper {{paper_id: '{}'}})-[:PAPER_CONCEPT
|:PAPER_AUTHOR]->(target)

WITH p, collect(id(target)) as
authsNcons

RETURN p, authsNcons

Listing 7: The Cypher query used to retrieve the relevant
information of a given paper,

MATCH (a:Author {{author_id: '{}'}})-[:
PAPER_AUTHOR]-(target)

WITH a, collect(id(target)) as papers
RETURN a, papers

Listing 8: The Cypher query used to retrieve the relevant
information of a given author,

MATCH (c:Concept {{concept_id: '{}'}})-[:
PAPER_CONCEPT]-(target)

WITH c, collect(id(target)) as papers
RETURN c, papers LIMIT {}

Listing 9: The Cypher query used to retrieve the relevant
information of a given concept,

MATCH (s:Paper{{paper_id:'{}'}})-[:PAPER_CONCEPT|:
PAPER_AUTHOR]->(intermediate)

WITH s, collect(id(intermediate)) AS sIntermediate
MATCH (p:Paper)-[:PAPER_CONCEPT|:PAPER_AUTHOR]->(

intermediate2) WHERE s <> p
WITH s, sIntermediate, p, collect(id(intermediate2)

) AS pIntermediate
RETURN s.title AS from,

p.title AS to,
gds.alpha.similarity.jaccard(sIntermediate,

pIntermediate) AS similarity
ORDER BY similarity DESC LIMIT {}

Listing 10: The Jaccard similarity algorithm written in Cypher
for papers: When given a source vertex, returns the specified
number of similar vertices with their corresponding similarity
scores, and all intermediate edges and vertices considered in
the calculation.

MATCH (s:Author{{author_id:'{}'}})-[:PAPER_AUTHOR
]-(paper1)

WITH s, collect(id(paper1)) AS sPapers
MATCH (a:Author)--(paper2) WHERE s <> a
WITH s, sPapers, a, collect(id(paper2)) AS aPapers
RETURN s.author_name AS from,

a.author_name AS to,
gds.alpha.similarity.jaccard(sPapers, aPapers) AS

similarity
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ORDER BY similarity DESC LIMIT {}

Listing 11: The Jaccard similarity algorithm written in Cypher
for authors: When given a source vertex, returns the specified
number of similar vertices with their corresponding similarity
scores, and all intermediate edges and vertices considered in
the calculation.

MATCH (s:Concept{{concept_id:'{}'}})--(paper1)
WITH s, collect(id(paper1)) AS sPapers
MATCH (c:Concept)--(paper2) WHERE s <> c
WITH s, sPapers, c, collect(id(paper2)) AS cPapers
RETURN s.concept_name AS from,

c.concept_name AS to,
gds.alpha.similarity.jaccard(sPapers, cPapers) AS

similarity
ORDER BY similarity DESC LIMIT {}

Listing 12: The Jaccard similarity algorithm written in
Cypher for concepts: When given a source vertex, returns the
specified number of similar vertices with their corresponding
similarity scores, and all intermediate edges and vertices
considered in the calculation.
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